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SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS AND CONFIGURATION SELECTION:
AN INTUITIONISTIC RUZZY CHOUQUET INTEGRAL OPERATO]I

BASED APPROACH

,Ialal Ashayeril , Giilfenı Tuzkaya2, (Jnıul R. Tuzkaya3

Abstract 
- 

The concepi of a supply choiıı exists for over twenly }]ecürs but partners aııd coıliguration
selection process slill is rather unstructured. In order io iı,ıcrease yalue iıı aııy supply chqin, a mıre
con,ıprehensive and integü,ative approach is requiı,ed to Selecı lhe right parlııers qnd with lhe right
coılfrgurdtioül aloııg the clıaiıı. Uııder ecoııomic gı-owlh ıırong decisions does not jeoparalize
proftability dı,amatically. Howeyer, recent ecaı,ıoüy downtreııds, has made the choice of suilable
pqrlners iıl ihe supply clıaiıı a key slralegic conceü,ll. The ı,ıqtuı,e of lhese decisioııs usually is complex
and uııslı,uctured. This paper aims io present an inlultionislic fuzzy Chouquel iııtegral operalor barcd
approach lo parlners aııd coııfiguralioıı selection_ Iıı order to bring siructure iıı lhe eyaluat,'oıı
process, \he supply chain operatians refereııce (SCOR) model developed by Supply Research Caurcil
is enıployed. The paper discusses ihe development of the value chaiıı concept j,om parhıers selechoıı
perspectiye, outliııes geııeral sinıilqrities aııd dilferences of the value chain a d the SCOR, and use.ü Q

siııple V-form supply chaiıı example to estcüblish lhe proposed approach. Fiıally, resulls of ihe
appli catioıı are di s cus s ed.

Kelnıords - Parlıter selectioıı; supply chaiıı coııfiguration; Chouquet iltegrcıl; Intuitioülistic fu;:zy
values.

INTRODUCTION

The suppiy chain (SC) concepts were developed in early 1990s as globalization of induslry
expanded due to outsourcing and offshoıing. The core ideas aıe optiııization and coordination of
activities across a 1arge number of independent profit centeıed entities through sharing information.

Eaı,Iier to introduction of SC concepts, the "Value Chain" concept was developed and popularizı:d
in l985 by Michael Porter, in "Competitivc Advantage," [1]. Horvevcr, thc value cl]ain concept was
then rather liııited and bounded within a firm; it suggested that the combination of nine generic valııe
added activities when working together would provide value to customers. Porter linked up the valıre
chains between fim,ıs to form what then he called as "Value System". However, today with greater
outsoufciılg and collaboration "thc proper choice of linkages" between multiple firms' value creatirıg
processes is more comııonly known as "value chain". As this name implies, the focus in value chaiııs
is not only on the benefits that accrue to u]tiııate custoıners, but also is on the interdependerlt
processes that genelate value, and on the reSulting deünand genelates the funds flows. Eifective valrıe
chains generate profits. The Values here are not subjective as opposed to Value to customers, These a,e
measureable and quantifiable even when it addlesses a qualitative issue. There aıe three forms of valı.;e
that occul within a value chain, Technical (Resource Value); Organizational (Business Context); a.d
Personıel (Knowledge Content), (adapted from [2], [3]).

Techıical value is intıinsic to the resoufce being provided and occurs in virtually all exchanges;
for example the tecbnolos/ adapted for assembly process and product manufacturing in caı assembltır
affects partner selection and that in fetum influence the quality of product. orgarıizational value is
built upon the context of the exchange, and ııay derive from a range of factors such as reliabiliq,,
availability, responsiveness, envilonmental standards, etc. BIand image may also build oıganizational
value, as well as company reputation. Persoıınel value and benefits are derived from the individual anl
collective knowiedge and experiences within an entity and is used in the lelationships involved in th:

l Tilburg University, Thc ı-ethcrlaıds, -3 l _ ] 3 _4662176, i,ashayer iıauVt,nl
2 Yi]diz Techıical University, Turkey, cuİ,ıenlly visiling postdoctoral lillow at CenrER, Tilburg University, The
Netherlands, +90-2 1 2-259'7 a'7 0 #2349, gttıZkava@yildiz.edu.ır
3 Yildiz Techıica] Unirersity, Tuıkey, +90-2l2-259?0?0 #23,19, fuzkavalayildiz,edu.tr
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exchange ofresources. All these values accrue to the entities involved in a supply chain exchange, and

within the entity as well.

Given the above discussion, it caı be concluded that the design of an effective chain is a strategic

decision and involves careful selection of partneıs and simultaneously evaluation of the resulting

supply chain configuration in older to form an effective supply chain network. Thetefore, before aıy
network design optimization one needs to quickly select and evaluate alternative sets of potential

partners and feasible network configurations.

The selection process however is a difficult task for many chains, especially many partners ale

involved. An example is chains like electronics, car manufactuıer, where thousands of items are

gradually put together and assembled to make the end products. These chains are characterized bY

high complexity and strong interrelations between sourcing, production, distribution, aıd information
plocesses. Therefore, it is important to have a decision support tool in order to structule, model, and

support analyzing altemative decisions. Even though the design of such supply chains have been

studied extensively, most of the existing network design modeling approaches do not address and

overlook how the different alternative sets aIe genelated and evaluated. Hence, existing traditional

modeling approaches have particular limitations with regard to interelations between selection of
feasible sets of alternatives and the optimization ofthe network. The multitude of interacting elements

requires a modeling approach which allows analyzing all these different elements in single but

intelrelated views and thereby also at higher 1evel of abstraction.

This paper aims to present an intuitionistic fuzzy Chouquet integral operatol based appıoach to

select the right partners arıd cotresponding supply chain configuration. We believe this decision
processing is absolutely a necessity before a full scale network optimization. ln order to bring
stİuctule in the evaluation process, we employ the supply chain opelations reference (SCoR) model

developed by Supply Research Council. In second section we discuss the general similarities and

differences ofthe value chain and the SCOR. Then in third section we present a methodolory based on

intuitionistic fuzzy chouquet integral operatol. In fourth a simple v-form supply chain example is
used to establish the proposed approach. Finally, in fifth section, conclusion remaıks are given.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VALUE CHAIN & SCOR MODEL

The basic motivation and the significance of building generic supply chain models have been to

provide a laıguage for communicating among supply-chain partrıers. Such a modeling approach was

adopted by Supply-Chain Council -up and the model is known as the SCOR model (Supply Chain
Opeıations Reference Model, see Figure 1)). The model is a way to see or map supply-chains, rathet

than an optimization tool [4].

Before making the compalison, here we will present briefly oniy the general processes:

Plaı(P)this activity covers proceSses to balance resource capacities with demand requirements and the

communication of plans across the supply chain. Source (S) - this activity covers the identification
and selection of suppliers, measuıement of supplier pefformance as well as scheduling of their

deliveries, receiving of products and processes to authorize payments. Make @! in the scope of
make are processes that tıansform material, intermediates and products into their next stage, meeting
planıed and current demand. Deliver (D) _ this activity covers processes like order reception,

reservation of inventories, generating quotations, consolidation of orders, load building and generation

of shipping documents and invoicing. Retum (R) _ this activity repfesents all retum processes for
returning defective or excess supply chain products, oI return for recycling and disposal. For the sake

of simplicity, in our example given later we do not include the "Retum" activities.

These definitions constitute the first level of scoR. scoR defines five levels. The second
1evel drills down each block by its characteıistic. For example a level 2 process element Sl (Source 1)

ıepresents a Source stocked pıoduct. Thus it is a source process with the level 2 variant or the make to

stock stratery. At this level three process-elements for each block are indicated in the Figure 1. Each
process element has a set of inputs and outputs. SCOR presents the best pfactices at boü level 2 and

1evel 3. SC9R defines its scope oııly until level 3 processes. For implementation the model has to be
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taken fufther down into lower level ofdetail. The level 4 repfesents the tasks associaled ıvith a process
element. The next level, level 5, includes all measures per activity. This levei of detail is necessary for
impIen]entation pufposes (see SCOR 8.0).

Pl-Plan material management using supply chai[

P3-Plan to make P4-Plan to deliverv

P2-Plan to source

P4-Plaır to ı,etunı

Sourcc \{ake2
t]]

F
a-)

Sl-Source stocked

S3-Source MTO

S3-Source ETO

M1- Make stocked

M2-Make MTo

M3-Make ETO

D1- Deliverv stocked

D2- Deliverv MTO

D3- Deliverv ETO

o
4z
7!
an

t

soürce retuIn

Rsl -Retum defective ploduÇt

RS2-Retum MRo product

RS3-Retum excess product

Delive return

RDl-Retum defective p.oduct
RD2-Retum MRO
RD3-Retum MRo

MTo: Make to order
ETO; Engineer to Order

MRO: Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul

FIGURE 1.

Supply Chain Operations Refefence (SCOR) Model

TABLE l.
Com son of value chain with scoR.

* CouId be inc]uded in "P]aı"

By describing supply chains using these five process building blocks, the SCOR model caıı
describe a very simple or very complex supply chain. As a result, different entities can be linl<ed tc,
illustfate the depth and breadth of viıtually any supply chain. The model provides a basis for suppl1
chain improvement. To this end the Value Chain concepts meet most of the objectives of SCOR leve]
1 and level 2 - the idea of identirying the right partners with the right capabilities and competences tc,

match the objective of the whole supply chain (fight configulation) is basically similar to those o1'

Value Chain. However, SCOR can be also used as a management mapping tool, while Value Chain is
a concept and lemains as such. SCOR model falls undeı the classification ofnormative models, where
it provides standard definitions of measuıes and pfocedure. Despite this fact SCOR does not provide a
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computational tool in order to select and evaluate the right partners or evaluate the supply chain
configuration. When comparing both concepfually we see certain elements missing under each item

but similarities at the first two levels are high (see Table 1).

Our objective here is to go a step further and develop a complimentary concept and a tool that

allows management to carry out an extensive aggregated analysis and decide the right potential

combination of partnels (entities) and define proper supply chain configuration (networks) for
advanced optimization.

METHODOLOGY

In this study, a methodology based on intuituinistic fuzzy Chouquet integral operator is utilized.
The methodolory framework is presented in Figure 2. Detailed information on üe generic steps of
intuituinistic fuzry Chouquet integral operator can be found in Tan and Chen [5].

Delermine lhe members ofdecision making graup (DMG)

bMG opinions using

Decide paü,tne|s' Se lec t ion cr i le r i a '<_ SCOR üisl

' DMG experiences and

+ ' 
DUG rrp"riences and
opinions

l, Decide supply chain confıguraıions allernotiü,es

E|aluale criteria and crileria sets in ıerms of their
o{ main soal

tIG exoeriences and
|lt--nİcontributiah 1o lhe satisfaclion

L---

t
I

I
Eyal uate alternaliye supply chain c onf gurali ons

By using confguralion and crileria-cliteria SetS eyaluaıiaks,
calculale ccınfıguraüion allernatiyes' overall perftırmances via
inluitianiStic İuzz} Chouquet integral operqtor based approach

P erfor m s ens i livi ly analy s e s

+

DMG iud{menls

Evaluaıe resulls

F]GURE 2.
The Methodolory Framework

THE MODELING PROCESS AND THE APPLICATION

To the best of ouı knowledge, there is no literature about combined use of SCOR modeling and

the selection of partners in ordeI to configure supply chain network. Considering the use of SCOR
model, there is plenty oflitefature available [6]. Conceming the use of meta techniques like fuzzy sets,

AHP, etc., we carı refer to many studies but all are meant simply to raık choice of supplier and some

ofthem are summarized as follows.

Xiao et al. [7] defined the concept of cycle quality chain maıagement on improved SCOR model

and they built up a ııodel which realizes the cycle operation by an added quality process of reverse
manufacturing. All the quality processes are connected by acceptable probability so the optimized
objective function is described as a fıızzy multi-objective function in the study. Waıg et al. [8]
adopted supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model using level l performance metrics as their
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decision criteria. The authors employed an integlated AHP methodology and preeııptive gıal
pıogramming based multi-criteria decision making methodology. Ozgen et al. [9] ploposed a t!,r'o
phase possibilistic linear programnıing methodolos/ for multi_objective supplier evaluation and orıler
allocation problem. In that study, they integlated sustainability point of view to SCOR level 1

performance metrics and proposed integration of AHP and multi-objective posSibilistic linl)ar
programming technique. In another study, Rabelo et.al. [10] integfated the AHP, system dynami:s,
and discrete-event Simulation to model the service and manufacturing activities of the supply chain of
a corporation. They used SCoR model as a guide to develop discrete-event simulation model. In tlıat
study, managers evaluate the competing decision altematives based on the obtained simulation results
of the hybrid models and other qualitative factors using group AHP analysis. Tuzkaya et.al. [11]
empIoyed a multi-objective decision ınaking methodology namely, Linear Physical Programming, 1br
the selection of ııost suitable supplier(s) depending on their suitability rankings. They used the main
criteria of SCOR model by embedding the sustainability criterion to the model for calculating t.:ıe

overal1 supply chain effectiveness but not the main feature for configuring the chain. Considering t.,ıe
related literature, contribution of our study is configuring the supply chain while selecting the partn€rs
by using SCOR as structuring reference model. Additional contribution is the computational
fıamework proposed for evaluating of the altemative supply chain coniıgurations using iırı
intuitionistiC fuzzy Chouquet integral operator based method.

our modeling process consiSts of assemblage of independent firms üat coır-]e together to ineet the
needs of specific customefs oI fast-changing mafket oppoftunities. The formation can last for a Iimit(jd
period or long-telm. This type of supply chains usually contain many players (paııners) and Stfil,e
towards bringing a pIoduct to ultimate customers and work together through virtual setting, a virtuıl
supply chain (V-SC) forming. The reasons for considering V-SC caı be listed as; acceleıating pacıe
of business, short product life cycles, quick responSe to market opportunities, 1ow cost of malket entrJ,
increasing mass customization demands and the pressure for globalization to remain competitive. In
V-SC, there are fewer levels of bureaucracy and a modularized stfuctuIe. All the partner companie,s
ale specialized in their coıe competencies and have improved the efficiency and effectivenes|j,
reaching standards oftheir respective industry. Therefoıe, the paltneI companies can form nıore easily
an effective chain; meeting adaptability, flexibility, agiliry, and speed requirements. Lifecycle of a ! -
SC is consists of four phases: identification, formation, operation and telmination. Identification phase
includes discovering the Stfong opportunities in the market, evaluating then] and selecting the ligtt
one. Transforming this opportunity to leality strongly depends on the success of formation of the
viıtual supply chain. Deteımining the possible partners, evaluating these alternatives and choosing th:
suitable ones to form the supply chain are the Stages of formation phase. In the operation phase,
designing, maıketing, fina.ıcial manageınent, manufacturing and distribution activities are realized.
And this structufe may be abandoned with the end of market opportüınity. operations are terminated
and asset dispersions ale stafied considering the accounting and legal issues. The phases of thı:
organization-SC's Jife cycle caı,ı be seeıı in Figure 3.

Partnefs selection is placed in the formation phase of the life cycle of V-SC. Because of tht:
advantages like using standard plocess, well-defined key performance indicators, and eas1,
understanding, SCOR model approach is used to stı,ucture the selection ofıight partners in the chain
Each basic supply chain is a chain of souıce, make and deliver execution elements as explained ir
Section 2. Consideıing these core maıagement plocesses, SCOR model entireiy contains 19 process
elements (Figure 1).

Identification Formation operation Termination

opeIation
identificatio

Partller
idcntificatio Design

operation
termination

J
J

Pi]rtner

se lectioı-ı

+
Paı,tner
forınalioıı

Maıketing l
Asset
dispersa1operation

selection
Financial Mgt.

Distribution

Information infrastructure
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FIGLrRE 3.

Life cycle of a V orgarıization

Consideıing the abovementioned explanations and üe methodolory @igure 2), our application

Starts with constructing the DMG. ln this Study, a DMG constituted from decision makers (DMs) who

are supply chain experts, like supply chain department managers and when necessary academic

specialist in the field. After constructing the DMG, decision making criteria aıe established by

cbnducting interviews with DMG aıd utilizing the concepts of second level ofthe SCoR model. In

our case example, the authoıs and two company supply chain managers made the following choices as

the main criteria:

. Capacity (c 1):

The maximum amount ofthe fulfilled demands ofcustomers. This criterion depends on the weakest

part ofthe supply chain. production, warehousing and delivering capacities should be taken into

account for üis criterion.
. Capabiliıy (c2):

The ability ofthe supply chain to perform plarırıing, production, pıocurement, forecasting arıd

customer management actions collectively.
. Reliability (c3):

The accomplishing ability of fulfilling all requirements and demands ofthe customeıs in a stabilized

and continuous way,
. Flexibility (c4):

The ability ofthe supply chain on adapting the change in volume or type ofcustomer demaıds. Also,
dealing with the changes in seasonal oI economical factors can be taken into account for this

cıiterion.
. Information infrastructure (c 5):

The ability ofthe integİation of processes through the supply chain to share valuable information.
. Global markeling (c6):

The ability ofthe supply chain for entering to the global market for marketing on a worldwide scale.

Following the criteria determination phase, alternative configurations are determined with the help

of DMG. The best V-SC design is configured with the different partneİs among the altematives

considering the SCOR model's process elements (Figure 1) using the methodology discussed earlier.

In the case sfudy, the constraints on inclusion of firms to form a new V-SC aıe such that four mutually

exclusive alteınative designs are feasible:

. Configuration l (al): S 11-M12-D12,M22,C

. Configuration 2 (a2): S1l-Ml2-D13-M2l-C

. Configuration 3 (a3): S1l&St2-M1l-M2l-C

. Configuration 4 (a4): S12&S13-M1 1-D12-C

These altematives consists ofthree Souİces Elements (supplier firms) (Sl l, S12,S13), four Make

E]ements (two make to stock manufactuıing firms,Ml1, M12), (two assembly to order firms, M21,

M22), and three Deliver Elements (distribution firms, Dll, Dl2, Dt3), have been identified for
possible inclusion in altemative supply chain designs to meet the market demands of customers, c.
For example in configuration 1, S1l stands for souıce stock process (S1) and partner l as aiternative

to source from, M12 stands make stocked (M1) process and potential partner manufactufer 2. The

remaining reads in the same way. Finally C indicates the ultimate customer.

In the next Stage of the application, DMG evaluates the criteria and criteria sets corelations,
considering üeir contribution to the main goal. According to the DMG judgments fuzzy measures of
each criterion aıd criteria sets as are determined.

After the criteria aıd critefia sets fuzzy measures' determination phase, DMG is asked for the

evaluation of configuration altematives for selected criteria (Table 3). In this evaluation, DMG
evaluates the a|ternatives linguistically for the criteria with the "strong for criteria", "rveak for criteria"
and "no judgment for the cıiteria' options. For example, if a3's evalırations for ç5 is considered and

seven DMs think, it is strong for this criteria, two DMs think, it is weak for üis criteria and one of the
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DMs does not have a judgment, the IFV for this evaluation can be obtained as (0.7, 0.2), (Step 2 for
the intuitionistic fuzzy Chouquet integlal operator based methodoJogy-[5]):

TABLE 3

Intuitionistic fuzzry decision matrix fbı partneIS' alternatiVeS
a1 a2 a3 a4

cl
c2

c3

c,{

c5

c6

(0,5,0,2)

(0.5,0.3)

(0,9,0,1)

(0.6,0.3)

(0,5,0,1)

(0.8,0.1)

(0.5,0.2)

(0,5,0.1)

(0.8,0.2)

(0,6,0,l)

(0.7,0.1)

(0,7,0,3)

(0.5,0,4)

(0.6,0.2)

(0,7,0,1)

(0.8,0.2)

(0.7,0.2)

(0,5,0,3)

(0,9,0.1)

(0.5,0,2)

(0.5,0.4)

(0.5,0,1)

(0.7,0.3)

(0,6,0.4)

Utilizing the methodology of Tan and Chen [5], for ordering the supplier evaluations score a.ııd
accrrracy Values of supplier evaluations are calculated and configuration evaluations in ascending
order are obtained as in Table 4.

TABLE 4.
Configuation evaluationS in ascending otder

a]

6y,l(xoç)
a,,ı(.Xorz)\

a.ı(.xoıı)
a.ı(xoo)
cı,,ı(.xoıs)
u,l(xole)

a.zG"lı)
a"ı(x.ç)
u"2(xoç)
a.zG"rq)
a.ı(.xoııı)
a.2(x66)

(0.5,0.2)

(0.5,0,1)

(0.7,0.3)

(0,6,0,1)

(0.7,0.1)

(0,8,0,2)

aa(xoo)
q6(.roç.,)

cl.ı(xoç1)
a6G"3)
ct4(xo15)
a6(.xo16)

(0,5,0.4)

(0.5,0.3)

(0,6,0.2)

(0.,7 ,0.2)
(0,7,0,l)
(0.8,0.2)

a"q (X.oı)
a.ı(Xorı)
a"ı(xoç)
a",,(xorıı)
rlaG.6)
a"ı(Xo61)

(0.5,0,4)

(0.6,0.4)

(0.5,0.2)

(0.5,0. l )
(0,7,0,3)

(0.9,0.1.)

(0.5,0.3)

(0,5,0,2)

(0.6,0.3)

(0,5,0,l )
(0.8,0.1)

(0,9,0.1)

Criteria weights, çonfiguratioı1 alterı,ıatives' evaluations, aı]d ordered configuration
evaluations are used and integrated configuration evaluations are obtained via intuitionistic
fuzzy Chouquet integral operator given in Step 4 of the intuitionistic fuzzy Chouquet integral
operator based methodology (Tan and Chen, 20l0). Results are obtained as (0.71, 0.17),
(0.75,0.09) (0.70,0.18), (0.71,0.16),fora7,a2,a3,anda4 respectively. Obtained integrateı1
evaluations are ordered using the rule in Step 3 and the final order fi,om best to the worst
configuration alternative is as follorvs: a2, a4, al, and a3 (Step 5 for the intuitionistic fuzzv
Chouquet integral operator based methodology- Tan and Chen [5]).

The best to the worst configurations are ordeled as: a2, a4, a1, and a3. Although, a2 is found as thı:
best configufation alteınative, a4 has Very close evaluation lesults with it in terms of membershilı
degıees. However, in non-n,ıembership degrees, there is not an ignorable difference. This means thal
the number of members in DMG who think positive for a2 and a4 are almost equal, however, tht:
negative evaluations for a4 is moıe than a2. on the other hand, a2 has the best evaluation value foı,
only c5 which has the weight of 0.2, A]so, for cl and c2, a2 coı,ıfiguratioır's evaluations are about th()
average considefing the other altefnatives; and fol c3, c4 aİd c6, its evaluations are above aveİage. Iı.

should be also noted that, importance degrees coming fröm Satisrying certain criteria sets together has
also affect on the results. For example, satisrying criteria set c3-c4-c5-c6 together has more
impoltance than satisfying criteria set c2-cl-c5-c6 together and a2 has betteI evaluation results
considering the first criteria set. Additionally, some sensitivity analyses are conducted to show the
changes in the evaluations with the changes in the criteria weights. Consideling the sensitivity
analyses results, supplier evaluation orders aıe sensitive to the change in the criteria weights. Afteı the
analyses of the configurations, results are presented to DMG and DMG found the selected
configuration is proper to company objectives.
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In this study, partners selection arıd supply chain configuration problem which is an important

issue in supply chain strategic design is investigated. In oldef to bıing structure in the evaluation
process, we implement the supply chain opelations reference (SCOR) model. The unique featuıe of
our approach is that partners selection for certain supply needs are not evaluated in isolation, but

supply chain configuration is also investigated. Considering the difficulties fol obtaining cIitelia
evaluations in a numerical way, DMs are asked to evaluate them linguistically. Additionally,
vagueness in the evaluation environment is taken into account using fuzzy intuitionistic Chouquet

integral opefator. By doing so, instead of taking certain evaluation judgments, ca]culationS starts fIom
firstly linguistic judgments aıd then continue with mernbership and non-membership degrees of
satisfaction. The approach considers different importance 1evels coming from satisfaction of different

clitelia sets. As a future research direction, the number of evaluated configurations can be increased

with a more comprehensive investigation. AdditionalJy, criteria and criteria sets' importance levels on

the achievement of main goal can be calculated with an integrated MCDM technique, like as ANP,
AHP, etc. Future lesealch may include financial aspect of supply chain formation, like costs and

reVenueS.
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